
Small enough to fit inside your pocket (6x10cm)•	
Features a clear colour display and reliable wireless network•	
Lets you scan benches, paths, containers, etc.•	

HortiMaX MiniMaX
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Easy to use
The MiniMaX is a breeze to use thanks to its clear colour display, five-

button controls and scanning capability. To enter data, one of your 

workers simply selects an icon or text on the display and presses the OK 

button. After completing an activity, a worker is able to select it on the 

display in his/her native language. If the terminal is connected to the 

server, the display will then instantly show the worker’s productivity 

in plants per hour or pieces per hour, for instance. This feedback helps 

boost the motivation of your workforce considerably. 

Fast and error free
Since the MiniMaX also allows workers to scan the RFID tags of paths, 

tables, containers or harvesting trolleys, inputting data is fast and 

error free. Information is transmitted via an industrial wireless network 

that has more than proved itself in the horticultural industry. If the 

MiniMaX is out of range and the connection is lost, the device has 

a sizeable internal memory to store data for transmission later. The 

battery is recharged at night by plugging the unit into a USB port or 

docking station. The MiniMaX input unit is sold as an alternative to 

the traditional terminal network and is used together with the flexible 

HortiMaX Productive software. 

HortiMaX Productive
The MiniMaX can only be used in combination with Productive, 

HortiMaX’s latest generation of labour and harvest registration 

software. This new software incorporates the knowledge acquired 

from P-Plus registration systems, covering a total area of more than 

1000 ha of protected horticulture. Similarly to P-Plus, Productive 

allows you to reward or penalise workers based on their performance 

and quality of work in time off, money or points. This software, along 

with the MiniMaX, will pay for itself in a short period of time – in some 

cases, even within a year. And this is not limited to large businesses or 

businesses with student workers. 

HortiMaX Productive is highly suitable for use in the ornamental 

sector and includes the following benefits:

• Lets you input crop and batch data

• Lets you create custom tables or graphs

• Can be interfaced with sorting machines and third-party software

• Allows data from different business locations to be combined

This handheld input terminal developed by HortiMaX makes it a breeze to enter labour  and harvest data. All data are available in 
real-time and instantly update you on the progress of activities, costs, worker performance, harvesting and quality. As a result, your 
operational processes will be more transparent and easier to manage.

Maximum Results with Minimum Effort


